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Species Tolerance

Need to know species 
thresholds for ammonia 
nitrogen compounds

• Yellow Perch are much more 
sensitive compared to 
walleye for water quality 
parameters

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Yellow perch are notoriously known as being a difficult fish to rear in tank aquaculture – so no surprise they are more sensitive to certain parameters than walleyeSince we use systems for either or we plan our bio loading around yellow perch tolerances. 



Choosing a Style 

Moving Bed Bio Reactors
• Utilizes neutrally buoyant 

media and aeration
• Several different designs 

out there

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This type is the most commonly seen due to it being the most efficient footprint wiseIn general, the diameter of the vessel should not exceed 3x the height of the vesselPros:One of the most robust styles out there If your system pumps fail – the aeration will keep your bacteria colony alive If your aeration fails – the water flow and subsequent movement will keep your bacteria colony alive Worst case scenario – total power loss occurs – the media stays suspended and typically the bacteria will survive longer than other types of filters meaning you may avoid total colony collapseCons: Large capital cost due to media and size/brand of vessel used Typically, the more specific surface area the media has the more expensive it will be per cubic foot 



Choosing a Style 

Fluidized Bed Biofilter  
• Typically use aggregate media 

with reverse water flow –
most common media type is 
sand

• Typically, only seen used in 
cold or cool-water 
aquaculture systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Need to make sure you have stable flow rates Pros:High surface area filters which can drastically minimize footprint requirement of filtration in smaller operationsCons:Need to make sure your system has good mechanical filtration (radial flow separator, drum filter, etc.) prior to this component as the sand can capture solids which will change the dynamics of the filter and the sand will not fluidize properly. Not seen in warm-water applications as the media can be OVER colonized which also ruins the fluid dynamics If you lose flow the biofilter can collapse pretty easily as the sand will stick together causing anoxic conditions which leads to bacteria deathThese have very tight tolerances but again super high surface area payoff making them desirable and cost effective. 



Sizing 
Biofilters

Things to Know:
• Max Total Ammonia Nitrogen (TAN) 

concentration that your species can handle
• Water temperature of system 
• pH of source water 

• Feeding rate for desired FINAL fish stocking 
load

• Protein % of feed plays a large role
• Space considerations for style of biofilter 

based on volume of media needed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ideally you want your biofilter to be able to fully convert all your TAN to nitrite to nitrate so when you test you are seeing close to 0 for TAN. So, I would put the max I would want in my tanks for yellow perch would be 0.75 mg/L of TAN The compound within TAN that I am typically most worried about is the Unionized Ammonia, this is not a testable parameter – you have to calculate this based off water temperature and system pH. Depending on the water temperature and pH of your system unionized ammonia will be a higher ratio of TAN. For perch I usually want to see my unionized ammonia at under 0.0125 mg/L There are specific calculations that go into determining the volume of media needed to effectively remove your total allowable TAN. Based on that you’d need to determine if you can house the filtration needed. 



Starting a Biofilter 

Plan ahead! 
• Slow process to 

get a good colony 
established

Ammonia Source 
Goal is promoting as 
much bacteria 
growth as possible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Great you’ve got your biofiltration sorted out but now what? I’m going to quick run through what I have found to be the best way to start a biofilter that isn’t expensive. Household (nonscented) ammonia is what I use to start filters. Plan ahead!! I have found it takes about 2 months to have good confidence you have both kinds of bacteria. I have bumped up water temperatures to 75-80F as the bacteria grow best in those temps. Remember there are 0 fish in the system at this point. You want to load up the system with ammonia to have as much food available to the bacteria. You need to have a way to test your water to ensure you are seeing amounts of each ammonia-nitrogen compound. 



Biofilter Care

Newly seeded biofilters are highly 
sensitive
In General, Avoid:

• Formalin treatments (egg/larval 
systems mostly)

• Salt treatments
• Drastically decreasing temperature

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In my experience, newly seeded biofilters are pretty sensitive for about a year or two (kind of depends on what you put your filter through over your grow season). So, for me a larval system bacteria colony is going to take longer to mature because of the drastic temperature swings it goes through vs a grow out system that is typically always at 70-72F. Established bacteria can handle up to 5mg/L salt concentration however most salt treatments for fish are higher than thatNever ever shut down your filter – find a way to keep the biofilter rolling even if you shut down the tank 



New Tank 
Syndrome

How you can manage new tank syndrome 
(short term)

• Water exchanges
• Increase aeration
• Reduce feeding
• Increase waste removal practices
• Reduce light/cover tank (decrease stress of 

your fish)

Stress + poor WQ = disease/mortality 
outbreaks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What happens if you don’t have time to seed and have to put fish into a system (we’ve all been there a time or two) – be mindful of New Tank SyndromeNew Tank Syndrome is a term for when you place fish into a system with no proper biofilter to handle the ammonia produced from fish waste and food. Slowly up feed and test system frequently to watch for conversion of ammonia-nitrogen compounds. Odds are you will not avoid new tank syndrome no matter how hard you try. Management is mostly ways to minimize the stress on your fish as much as possible. Try your hardest to do water exchanges with water that is VERY similar in temperature otherwise you will continually shock and kill your bacteria creating a negative feedback loop
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